Zenit

Modernizing Modularity
Introducing Zenit, the market’s most complete modular light switch range from Niessen. A range that evolves with you, that responds to your requests and offers an economic solution for your spaces and needs.

With the flexibility of its infinite combinations, Zenit is guaranteed to be the perfect solution to meet all of your needs, in any of your spaces. Feel the peace of mind from having it all.
Zenit is now even more complete. With even more features and finishes that enhance its flexibility, providing solutions for any type of installation.

This makes the range the very best option for developing the solutions necessary in both domestic environments as well as the service industry.
Updating Modularity

The ranges flexibility is based on an enormous combination of features, finishes, colors, and configurations. An almost limitless system of devices.

Incorporating new finishes: Champagne, Pearl Glass, Coffee Glass, and Champagne Glass make the offering even more modern, increasing its applications. Zenit modernizes modularity.
01 Champagne
02 Pearl Glass
03 Coffee Glass
04 Champagne Glass
Combinable and Multipurpose

The incorporation of the Champagne keys and the Pearl Glass, Coffee Glass and Champagne Glass frames has revamped the solutions available for a larger number of spaces.

The new finishes attach to all other noble materials: stainless steel, wood, slate, and glass, increasing the aesthetic value of the range.
The Modernity of a Classic

The balanced design of the Zenit series is a synthesis between the simplicity of its rectilinear shapes and the technological developments inside.

Its details complement every piece, elevating the personality of every visit. The search for simplicity and geometry has made the Zenit series a classic.
Design and Funcionality

Designs with a focus on function. Searching for the simplicity of the best solution. Beautiful and useful. With the Zenit series, the minimalism of its aesthetics contrasts with the broad portfolio of solutions it projects.

Its piano keys converge into lines that light up when you need them, into frames that float above the wall, disappearing until you need to use them.
01 Multiple Standards
Fits European, American, and Italian installation boxes.

02 Visor
Illumination with style: green, chrome, white, anthracite, and cava.

03 Finishes
High-quality and durable. Noble materials in frames.

04 Frames with two Effects
• Floating effect frame
• Solid effect frame

05 More than 100 Features
In four new Finishes

06 Backlit Icons
Zenit Spaces

The great versatility and scope of the Zenit range has made it a smart option for residential applications as well as for professional spaces: hotels, restaurants, businesses, etc. ...

Its ease of installation, flexibility, and full range of features allow it to provide customized solutions for every type of architectural project.
System of Design

Zenit is more than a range, it is a system of design that guarantees you have the consistency you need for every application. This cohesiveness, which meets any demand, conveys an attention to detail. It conveys design.

Its components are designed to function together: frames, push buttons, sockets, thermostats ... all have been created to provide an integral solution for every need of your most demanding projects.

Solid and Floating

The frame finishes of Niessen’s Zenit series are available with two effects: solid or floating, ensuring perfect integration into multiple spaces and decorative plans.

The noble materials provide solidity, the glass lightness and modernity, and, between them, two piano keys joined on a central trim that completes the aesthetic solution for any project.
Designed for the Future

Zenit is an option prepared for the innovations being incorporated into our lives. A series designed to be with you for a long time.

In addition, our devices have been designed according to the standards of Environmental Management for the Process of Product Design and Development: Ecodesign. Because every gesture counts.

Simplifying Installation

With Zenit, you can enjoy the technical advances that streamline installation work. Because of this, Zenit is a classic valued by lovers of decoration and installers alike.

This system offers time savings of 40% during installation due to its front mounting, increased space in the box, convenient pushers, and automatic connection system.
KNX Projects

The automation of electrical management systems in our buildings provides energy saving benefits in projects of different scale.

As such, Zenit provides a line of KNX sensors that are fully modular and can be used with every frame of the series.

ABB-free@home®

Our series is integrated with ABB-free@home®, making your home smart, optimizing how you use it, and making your consumption of electricity efficient.

Control over blinds, lighting, heating, air conditioning, or communication systems is just part of what Zenit offers for smart spaces.
The most complete and versatile Series

Due to its tireless finishes, its endless features, and the simplicity of its installation, Zenit stands out against the rest and represents the highest level of functionality and design.

By providing every convenience during installation, Zenit is the pinnacle of design, diversity, versatility, performance and, of course, comfort.
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Zenit Finishes

White

Anthracite

White Glass

Black Glass

Champagne

Pearl Glass
ZENIT FINISHES

Silver

Slate

Stainless Steel

Wenge

Champagne Glass

Coffee Glass